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-DAY SERVICE
On the lnduslry's Finest

Sfee/ Doors ond Frqmes

Superior quality stock commodity hollow metal doors and
frames, on the job site within seven days (and sometimes within
48 hours!)-this is what you get when you specify DRUSTEEL
KD doors and frames.

Manufactured in DRUSTEEL's recently expanded, all-electric
plant in Drew, Mississippi, these steel doors and frames are fully
phosphated for maximum rust protection, painted with a rust-
inhibiting primer and baked in infra red quartz ovens. And, of
course, DRUSTEEL KD doors and frames are less expensive,
versatile, and quickly and easily set up in the field.

The Monarch foam core door is an-
other revolutionary DRUSTEEL product
ideal for metal building construction.
The Monarch features a foamed-in-place
polyurethane core that assures great
strength, superior insulation and surface
flatness.

Our Mid-South locotion
mesns lower freighf

costs, loo !
For nrort inlornratiort and product

brochurt call, ztirL or ztritr:

P. O. BOX r 8(,70
fflEfilPHts, TENNESSEE, 38t t8

Phone 363-2151 (9Ol)
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JOSEPH T. BARNETT
SecretaTy

LEE A. NICHOLSON
Treasurer
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Director

JAMES B. ADAMS
Direclor
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ROBERT GOFORTH
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JAMES L. BURKE. JR
WILLIAM P. COX
THOMAS FAIRES

FRANK LANSKY
ZENO L. YEATES
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Archileclure-Memphis is pub-
lished each month by Memphis

Chapter o{ lhe American lnsti-

lule of Architects. Appearance
o{ produets or services, names

or piclures in eilher adverlising
or edilorial copy does nol con-

slilule an endorsement by the
Chapter or ils members, Circu-
lalion is to architects and lead-
ers in relaled {ields. Extra copies

available at 50 cents each. Cir-
culalion of Architecture-Memphis
is approximately 3,000.
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URBAN RENEWAL
AND CHEAP CoNSTRUCTION

Memphis Housing Authority periodically advertises that
it is ready to dispose of a particular piece of Urban Re-
newal land. The location, the zoning and usually a mini-
mum asking price are included in the public notice. This
information, supplemented by more specific information
available at the MHA, is acted upon by interested pro-
moters and developers. An economic analysis is made,
costs are figured and anticipated profits are projected.
The developer then submits a bid in dollars along with a

schematic plan for the parcel in question.
It is the policy of the MHA to sell the land to the

highest bidder as long as he agrees to build within the
general framework as set out by MHA. To use the MHA
phrase, the land goes to "the highest and best use". The
decision as to which bid is acceptable is made by the
MHA.

This sequence sounds quite proper and it would seem

that the public is well served by the system. It has the
hallmarks of healthy competition and one would assume
that the public interest is well served. The question is,

does the public receive the best possible return on the
millions of tax dollars that are spent for Urban Renewal.

The developer is encouraged to bid as high as possible
for the land in question, and in order to keep his profit
margin at an acceptable level, he is indirectly forced to
reduce his costs in other ways. The natural and inevitable
result is that the developer builds as cheaply as he can.
The system as it now operafes discourages good design;
it discourages quality construction, and it discourages the
use of full, competent, architectural and engineering serv-
ices. In short it replaces the old with the cheap and adds
the strength of the Federal Government to the cause of
the mediocre.

There is a solution of this apparent dilemma, it is one
that would require the MHA to put much more emphasis
on the architectural quality of a proposed project. To
help the MHA set forth and recognize this needed good
design, Memphis Chapter of the A.I.A. once again proposes

the formation of a review board that would include archi-
tects to evaluate and pass on the quality of a particular
development proposal.

MHA should not be concerned with getting the most
money for a piece of ground; it should and must be con-
cerned with providing the best possible solution to our
pressing urban problems. The architects of this community
are anxious to work for this goal.
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AN
THAT

INSTITUTION
MEANS "HOME''

ARCHITECTS. GEORGE AWSUMB & SONS

Nurtlud among the shadows of many large trees

at 3232 East Raines Road is an institution that is
so in name only. Few people refer to it as an insti-
tution because it actually is "home" to more than
30 girls.

The Episcopal Church Home is an excellent ex-
ample of mood creation through architecture as

interpreted by the firm of George Awsumb & Sons.
Their primary objective was to "design housing for
30 to 32 girls of school age from broken homes,
provide the necessary dining and recreational facil-
ities and supervisory arrangements without taking
on an institutional eharacter."

At the same time, the architects sought a design
that would blend with the rolling, tree-covered site
that eventually will be in the heart of a residential
area.

Residents of the home are organized into four
groups according to age and school levels. Each
group of about eight girls is assigned a house-
mother. The grouping and the architect's desire to
achieve residential character led to a modified cot-
tage type plan giving partial separation of the girls,
yet consolidating eating, laundry and other common
facilities.

Requirements of the dining and recreational fa-
cilities gave the designer on one hand an opportunity
for further separation and on the other hand a means
of unifying the program through the central dining
and recreational hall. The hall became a strong
design element with the two residential buildings
balanced on either side.

(Continued on page 12)H
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MR. COX

On .lrmu 18 two members of Memphis Chapter,
American Institute of Architects, joined the organi-
zation's select rank of Fellows.

William P. Cox of Eason, Anthony, McKinnie &
Cox, Inc., and A. L. Aydelott of A. L. Aydelott &
Associates received the highest honor bestowed by
the institute during its annual convention in St.
Louis. Fifty-seven other persons were added to the
elite group that is 3.7 per cent of the total member-
ship of 16,000.

Mr. Cox was cited for "service to the profession"
and Mr. Aydelott was chosen for "notable contri-
bution in design." Both men are well known for
their professional activities. The A.I.A. Jury of
Fellows found a rich store of information in the
work of the two Memphians.

In selecting Mr. Cox, the Jury was influenced
strongly by his service in most every office through
the state and regional level and by his service on
numerous committees. Mr. Cox also helped found
Memphis Chapter of Construction Specifications
Institute and was its president in 1960-61.

Another project that has contributed greatly to
the profession is the two 13-week refresher courses
Mr. Cox conducts each year to prepare architectural
graduates for the State Board examinations. Mr.
Cox has personally taught the classes since 1958.

Mr. Cox attended Memphis public schools and
received the bachelor of architecture degree from
the University of Pennsylvania in 193?. He has
participated in the design of such buildings as E. H.

MR. AYDELOTT

Crump Memorial Hospital, William F. Bowld Hos-
pital, James K. Dobbs Research Institute, Norris
School and the Memphis and Shelby County Red
Cross Building.

Some of the largest architectural projects in this
and other areas have been accomplished by Mr.
Aydelott, bringing him an impressive array of awards
and recognition. His better known local projects
include H. P. Hurt Village, Sears-Poplar Store,
Immaculate Conception School, Overton High School,
Tennessee Psychiatric Hospite.l, Federal Building,
City Hall and the planned new Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital.

Mr. Aydelott won the $2,000 grand prize of Carrier
design competition in 1953 and a $1,500 prize in
Memphis Fine Arts Center competition. He won
$10,000 first prize in competition for design of a
psychiatric hospital for Federal prisoners in 1962.
That project is to be started soon in North Carolina.

He attended the University of Illinois where he
studied in the Department of Architecture. Mr.
Aydelott has been a visiting critic at Yale University
and Carnegie Institute of Technology and is a former
member of the Advisory Board of Alabama Poly-
technic Institute.

Much of Mr. Aydelott's work has been in the hos-
pital field. In that connection he has been a member
of the faculty of the American Hospital Association's
Seminar on Hospital planning; chairman of the
Council on Hospital Planning and Plant Operation
and of the Executive Committee, Southern Con-
ference on Hospital planning.

COX. AYDELOTT BECOME A.I.A FELLOWS
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AN ARCHITECT'S HOME
AT 433I ROLLING OAKS
ARCHITECT. JAMES L. BURKE. JR.

A"chitects' homes are natural objects of curiosity.
They usually provide an insight into the designer's
methods of expression and they often establish pre-.
cedents that sooner or later appear in units built
for the public.

When an architect sets out to design his own
home, he is limited to self-expression only by his
particular economic situation and the materials that
are available. The econorrric factor weighed heavily
on the decisions of James L. Burke, Jr., when he
began planning a new home early in 1960.

The 37-year-old partner in the firm of Burke &
Beaty was relatively new to architectural practice
and did not anticipate a financial outlay that would
place his home in the luxury cost class, The finished
product, including cost of the 100 by 120-foot lot,
came to approximately $22,000. The building con-
tains about 1,600 square feet of floor space.

"My ideas began forming when we (Mr. Burke
and his wife, Betty) purchased the lot at 4331
Rolling Oaks. The site suggested the type of building
to go on it and we had a certain amount of money
we wanted to put into it," Mr. Burke said. "It
was really an easy project to design."

Top considerations were the sloping terrain and
the numerous large trees. "I didn't want to cut
the trees, so I had to mold the house to the land-
scape and fit it between the major trees." The result
was than only two small trees had to be removed,
leaving plenty of shade. The architect also wanted to
hold the main living area high enough to afford a
view of an adjacent park.

Mr. Burke's theory that houses are the most
structurally overdesigned buildings today is readily
visible in the home he and his family occupy. The
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two-story post and beam house is bold and simple.
And the simplicity is a direct result of materials
conservation.

The lower floor is primarily a pedestal for the
cantilevered joist system that supports the upper
floor and roof. There is an entrance area and family
room inside the shadow block walls of the lower
level. Adjacent is the carport protected by the over-
hanging second floor. Supports for the carport are
connected to the three laminated wood beams that
run the full length of the second floor.

The same longitudinal beams support an over-
hang of four feet on each side of the building. The
second floor has three bedrooms, two baths, eat-in
kitchen, and combination dining and living area.
There also is a six by 12-foot sewing room and a
small sun deck.

(Continued on page 8)
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A-M ENTERS SECOND YEAR

TI his issue marks an important milestone in the
life of ARCHITECTURE-MEMPHIS. It is the begin-
ning of a new publication year for Memphis Chapter,
American Institute of Architects.

During its first 12 months of publication, ARCHI-
TECTURE-MEMPHIS has endeavored to offer read-
ers an interesting, artistic and factual magazine.
That we look anxiously forward to the second year
attests in some degree to the success of the magazine.

As we look back over A-M's first year, we see

many things with pride. Some of our editorials have
earned considerable interest and our efforts to pre-
sent a variety of architectural projects as a service
to the community have been well received.

In general, acceptance has been beyond expecta-
tion. We hope the current year will see even more
interest and that ARCHITECTURE-MEMPHIS can
make inereased contributions to the community.

In starting our second year we have increased
circulation to include some 200 more architects
throughout Tennessee. Plans call for adding archi-
tects in Arkansas and Mississippi in the not too
distant future. Advertising rates will continue at
the present figures.

About 75 local and national advertisers have
graced the pages of A-M in its first 12 months.
Without their interest and confidence there could
be no ARCHITECTURE-MEMPHIS. Our whole-
hearted thanks to our loyal advertisers and to others
who have contributed suggestions, material for
articles and just good, strong moral support.

OF ROMANS AND WATER

"The aqueducts, which served a strictly utilitarian
purpose, were by reason of their size and propor-
tions, striking features of Roman landscape. Ruined
aqueducts throughout the Empire show the impor'-
tance attached by the Romans to an adequate water
supply. fmmense quantities of water were required
for the great thermae and for public fountains, to
say nothing of the domestic supply for the large
population, and it has been computed that 350,000,-
000 gallons were daily poured into Rome through the
eleven great aqueducts."

-A 
FIISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE, on the

comparative method, by Sir Banister Fletcher.

AN ARCHITECT'S HOME
(Continued lrom page 7)

Much of the back wall of the second story is glass.

The glass is shaded by heavy foliage of the trees
which also provide privacy for an adjacent house.
Both the kitchen and sewing room are near the
glassed area to give Mrs. Burke a commanding view
of the back yard. Both the bathrooms and the
kitchen contain skylights as does the hall between
the bedrooms.

The only window on the front of the second floor
is recessed over the stair well in much the manner
of a reversed bay window. The glass reaches from
floor to ceiling with 12 vertical louvers set to the
outside to add privacy and deflect glare. Glass at
either end adds to the light in a bedroom and in the
living room.

The large amount of glass necessitated installation
of a four-ton heating and cooling unit. The weather
system is arranged in two zones, sleeping and living,
with the separation accomplished by an automatic
damper. The system takes into consideration the
variance in the needs of the two areas.

"With more money, better materials and more
expert labor we could have done a better job," said
Mr. Burke, "but, all in all we've been well pleased."

Assistance with the landscaping came from Bob
Green of Green and Sandifer, landscape architects.

SPECIATIZATION
IN
MORTGAGES?

Of course. In this day of
specialization, mortgage
financing, too, requires the

unique talents and experi-
ence of a mortgage specialist.

For more than 30 years,
Scuuuecnnn has

specialized in mort-
gage loans. You
are invited to try

this specialized service.

T,IORIGAGE COMPANY
8t tlADtsoN BultDtNG . 33ao PoPLAt

TTOR,TGAGE IANKERS . NEALTONS

IETEPHONE 525-530I

ARCHITECTU RE_ MEMPHIS
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NEW WOOD HANDRAILS with
qn oluminum core subslructure
qre furnished os o complele unit

by Blumcroft. The solid wolnut
wood, with o nolurol hond-
rubbed oil finish, is bonded
to the oluminum ql Blumcrqfl'g

foclory. This new roiling concept

combining wood ond metol is

trodemorked FIAILWC!ClE T

H
Complete 1964 cotologue ovoil-

oble from Blumcroft of Pittsburgh,

460 Melwood St., Pittsburgh 13. Po.
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STEEL PLUS IMAG INATION
IS STRONG COMBINATION

A tt .oua. lead to the New York World's Fair this
year and next. Visitors from every state, and indeed
nearly every country in the world, will be going to
the Fair. They will travel over steel bridges, park
in steel-supported garages, arrive at steel-framed
terminals and stay in steel-framed hotels and motels.

And, when they get to the Fair, their imaginations
will be stimulated by architectural wonders formed
of steel in all shapes, colors and sizes.

In short, everywhere the Fair visitor goes, he will
be confronted with a wide variety of structures de-
signed in steel. Some reasons for such widespread
use of steel in buildings and other structures is its
versatility and increased efficiency, which has con-
tinued to expand as new technological developments
unfold.

Steel construction reached new heights following
the recent major revision in the "Specification"
governing steel fabrication by the American Institute
of Steel Construction (AISC). The new "Specifica-
tion," in conjunction with the "Manual of Steel
Construction" published bv AISC as a design guide,
permits more economical and imaginative use of
structural steel in all types of buildings.

New higher-strength steels covered in the "Speci-
fication" also helped to start a building revolution
in steel. ASTM A36 steel replaced A7 as the basic
construction material, offering a higher strength-to-
weight ratio at a nominal cost, and insuring welda-
bility. Two other high-strength steels covered in the
"Specification" are A440 for riveted or bolted con-
struction and A441 for welded frames.

All of the new high-strength steels resist atmos-
pheric corrosion better than carbon steels. A242, for
example, is a type that may be left unpainted for
some unusual architectural effects. A beautiful
copper-colored patina develops.

New concepts in structural design go hand in hand
with the new high-strength steels. Composite design
allows concrete and steel beams to act as a unit
capable of providing floors that support as much
as 35 per cent more load.

(Continued on pagc 14)

The Ceneral Motors Building complex consists ol a ll0-foot
high steel-framed entrance canop),, a 200 by 690Joot building,
and a 250-foot cantileaered dome ol unusual design. The all-
steel dome is supported by one center column and b1'36 slanting
columns along the outer edge. The slanting column.s rise lront
a doughnut-shaped seeond lloor, uhich is eantilecered from
two concentrie rows ol columns. A f our-f oot-diameter pipe

column extends through the structure supporting the radieal
roof trusses,

An eletated theater designed by Eero Saartnen €d Associates

highlights the IBM exhibit. The steel-f rame d, egg-shaped

theater is large enough to hold an audience ol 400, yet it is

light enough to be supported on just lour structural steel

lrames, making it appear to be balanced in the air. H1'draulically
operated tier.e ol seats eletate audiences into the B0loot high
theater to f isl1t programt on conPuter problem solt'ing tech-
nique s.
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For planning of any sort our knowledge must go
beyond the state of affairs that actually prevails.
To plan we must know what has gone on in the
past and feel what is coming in the future. This
is not an invitation to prophecy but a demand for
a universal outlook upon the world.

-SPACE, 
TIME & AFCHITECTURE

C omplet e Architectural

Line of Face Brick

CRUMP IIME
& CEMENT CO.

I57O tAi'IAR AVE.

MEfrTPHIS 4, TENN.

Electric Heat
ls Here !

A combination of economy, engineer-

ing and design has brought electric heat

to the forefront in every kind of structure

from homes and apartments' to office
buildings and industrial plants.

The reasons electric heaf has won and

is winning even more favor day by day

are many. Here are only a few:

I Space savings

r lndividual or zonal controls

I One power source {or entire

building

r Complete freedom of design

r Economical operating costs

r Low initial costs for units and

installation

I Low maintenance costs

I A variety of different systems

LG&W will be more than glad to esti-

mate annual costs and give comparisons

of operating costs. Call Ralph Vaughh at
525-2552, exf. 323.

a

MEMPHIS

LIGHT, GAS AND WATER

DtvtstoN

EVERYTHING FOR THE ENGINEER, ARCHTTECT,

AND ARTIST - REPRODUCTIONS OF ALL KINDS

23 So. Sccond

JA 5-6353
Established 1923 3373 Poplar

FA 3-2688

wRAY WltltAtls
BIUE PRINT COffIPANY

@

Memphis, Tenn.
a

M|INTGIGE I.tlMIS
RESIDENTIAL

FHA-VA_CONVENTIONAL
coMMERciAL & INDUSTRTAL LoANs

LAND DEVELOPMENT

INCORPORAYED

MORTGAGE BANKERS

56 NO. MA|N . MEMPXTS . 525-368t
215a uNloN . MEMPHTS . 274-A332

306.E,MArN . JACKSON, TENN. . 422-6603oa
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AN INSTITUTION
THAT MEANS "HOME''

(Continucd from page 2)

Separation of sleeping quarters from the public
and recreational areas led to a stepped design. In
each residence building one group of sleeping rooms
is two feet above the common living rooms and the
other sleeping rooms are two feet below.

The three buildings in the complex are joined by
glass enclosed walkways with a view across a small
valley. By linking the buildings with the walkways
the feeling of unity throughout remains unbroken,
and the residential motif is retained.

Special care was taken in selection of structural
and finish materials. The fireproof buildings are of
steel frame with brick and block walls and plaster
ceilings. Application of sliding glass doors and win-
dows was extensive. Adding to the overall atmos-
phere of warmth is an interior finish of brick, painted
concrete block and wood panels. The home has full
climate control.

With less than half the decade of the sixties used
up, there have alreadv been as many new apartment
units built-just short of a million and a half of
them-as in the entire decade of the fifties.

_ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
January, 1964

.l
267 UNION MEMPHIS 3. TENNESSEE

A pleature to be at.toe iated u,ith

Architce ts ol Memphi.r .

CITANDLEI. \ryfTECI(ING Co.
t I)ETI()LITION CONTRACTORS

&eti/ential onl Commerciol
r&!8 N. lf,ATI(INS PHONE 2?A-il69

MEMPIlItt, TBNB9SIEE a81oa

i t URTD

WDIXIE srrrr TAt

5herl Mrtal-Ventilrting-Rooling
WENDELL L. HENSON-Ornrr

787 S. OUDLEY

QUALIIY SERVICE SINCE I935

WE DESIGN & INSTALL
SHEET METAL WORK OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION

o GALVANIZED STCET

O COPPER o STAINLESS STEEL

r ALUMINUM

COMMERCIAL . INDUSTRIAL

DIXI-BILT

HIGH PRESSURE TUBINE 3" THRU 32"

HIGH & LOW PRESSURE DUCT WORK

SHIPMENT ANYWHERE

526-67 5l
LICENSEO
I NSU RED

Mriling Addrur
Crorrtovn 5t.., lor l6l

Momphir tl, Trnn.
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Why TAGLEDE makes its joists to SJI standards
For 35 years Laclede Steel Company has produced quality
steel joists conforming to Steel Joist lnstitute Standards.
Laclede recognizes and respects the value of the lnstitute.
Since 1928, SJI services and purposes have included the
establishment of standards for proper joist designs, and the
performance of research to improve design. lt also serves as
the one structural agency providing continuing service to
architects, engineers and code authorities on the proper appli-
cation of open web steel joists in all construction.
To assure complete conformance to these SJI Standards,
Laclede Straight Chord Steel Joists are manufactured under
these closest of quality controls:
. . . All steel is produced to exact specifications in Laclede's

own furnaces.

Panel point weld testing.

. . . All steel joists produced on automatic lines are constantly
subject to rigid plant inspection.

. . . All welds are electronically controlled.

. . . All welds are individually tested.

. . . All "H" Series joists are produced from high yield strength
alloy steel as hot rolled.

. . . All high strength steel may be certified by test reports.

. . . All high strength or "H" Series steel joists are grade
marked for job identification.

With these extra efforts in qualitycontrol, at no added cost, made
constantly to satisfy the high standard of the SJI . . . you can
specify with confidence steel joists manufactured by Laclede.

ffi LAGLEDE STEEL GO]UIPANY
MEMPHIS, TENN. 3A1O7

Producers of Quality Steel lor lndustry and Construction

JUNE, T964 =El
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STEEL PLUS IMAGINATION
IS STRONG COMBINATION

(Continued from paee 10)

Another development, plastic design, permits the
designer full use of steel's strength and ductility.
Plastic design is applicable to a wide variety of
structures, but principally in continuous beams, in-
dustrial frame and low-level buildings.

Prestressed steel construction is increasing. It
permits the design in which steel works harder per
pound of weight. Higher-strength steels are used

to pre-stress assembly members made of lower-
strength steel. The prestressing is such that stresses

are produced which are contrary to those the mem-
ber or assembly will endure in service.

Recent research bv AiSC has promoted under-
standing of how plate girder design used in bridges
can be adapted to building construction. As covered
in the AISC "Specification," this design method
encourages longer spans and fewer interior columns
while reducing costs. Two major changes in design
provisions for plate girders effect a 10 to 20 per cent
savings in the weight of steel.

Many of the new concepts are embodied in the
designs for tomorrow that highlight the 1964-65
World's Fair. Umbrella shapes, long cantilevers
and huge steel domes provide fascinating archi-
tectural beauty. Fabricated structural steel was se-

2082 ELZEY

Ner,u Srones - New T'extures - Neus Colors

(1) WATAUGA ORCHID STONE

(2) WATAUGA SILVER GREEN STONE

(3) SNOW MOUNTAIN CRYSTAL STONE

(4) FLORIDA CORAL ROCK

It you uonld like to hut'e suntples
of these beuutilul nelt) rlr.rric slone.s

nrite

IHRISTIE
UT STONE
O MPA NY

MEMPHIS 4' TENN

lected as the building material for more than 75 per
cent of the pavilions.

Architects were given a free hand. In stretching
their imaginations they have created a number of
influential pieces of architecture. It is evident that
modern steels combined with imagination on the
part of architects and engineers has resulted in
unique structures.

Steel and versatility are synonymous, as are steel
and esthetic design. Savings in time and material
are more prevalent with the wider use of new struc-
tural design methods. And, problems of size, shape
and special design all have a steel solution.

PRINCIPLE STILL IMPERATIVE

"Plato defined the desirable size of a city as 5000:
this was the number of people who could hear the
voice of a single orator and so participate in the
active political life of his day. In our time, new tech-
nical facilities have altered many social functions:
but the principle of limitation is still imperative."

-THE 
CULTURE OF CITIES, by Lewis Mumford.
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LEADER FEDERAT SAVINGS
& toAN ASSOCTATTON

OF MEMPHIS

Home, Apartment and Commercial Loans

INSURED SAVINGS

Member - Federal Savings and Loan

Insurance Corporation

- 
FtvE LOCATTONS 
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158 Madison Ave.

523-296 r

2800 Lamar Ave.

458-3349
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323-5534

4383 Summer Ave.

682-4646
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WINDOWS
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J{t*, tIMn you're specifying incandescent lighting fixtures for ANY
instalation,-be sure to browse through our Delta catalog first.

You'll be surprised at how complete our line is . . I at what freedom
of choice you have. Every fixture i5 quality-made for beauty and

efficiency 
- backed by factory service after ihe sale.

Write today for catalog and price sheets.
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AN AMERICAN TENDENCY
American Architecture has been marked by one

tendency since the arrival of the earliest settlers.
The American house is given a ground plan which
can be enlarged whenever new social and economic
conditions make it desirable. This contrasts very
sharply with European procedure. In Europe a
farm house is planned as a solid, cubical unit from
the very beginning. Sometimes the interior is left
unfinished, to be fitted up by later generations
when they come to need larger living quarters.

-SPACE, 
TIME & ARCHITECTURE

l45l Madison Ave.

272-3071
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DEFINITION IS SIMPLE

"The square," according to a Dictionary of Archi-

tecture published in 1887," is a piece of land in which

is an enclosed garden, surrounded by a public road-

way, giving access to the houses on each side of it."
For all its brevity, this definition is an excellent

statement of the nature of the London squares. It
very properly begins with the "piece of land"; next

it stresses as an essential feature the enclosed garden

(enclosed because it is only for tenants, who have

keys); last of all, it mentions the houses which in-

variably surround it. It does not specify the shape

of the square, which may be four-sided, three-sided,

regular or irregular. There is no rule requiring that
the square must bear any certain relation to neigh-

boring squares, places, streets, or crescents.

-SPACE, 
TIME & ARCHITECTURE
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MEMBERSHIP ROSTER

MEMPHIS CHAPTER, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

CORPORATE MEMBERS
James B. Adams
Thomas Albin
Robert Z. T. Anthony
Richard Norman Awsumb
Wells Awsumb
A. L. Aydelott
Joseph Townsend Barnett
William H. Beaty
William Bekemeyer
John D. Bland
William W. Bond, Jr.
F rancis M. Bosak
William A. Bowden
Robert Lee Browne
James L. Burke, Jr.
William Burnett
John W. Burroughs
G. A. Chandler
William P. Cox
William R. Eades, Jr.
W. Jeter Eason

Spencer Armour, Jr.
John T. Bailey, Jr.
Iferman Grady Barnes
Norrell Michael Bihm, Jr
Donald Ray Bingham
Thomas B.Boaz
James W. Bowles, Jr.
Bennie Frank Brown
S. L. Burns, Jr.

Merrill G. Ehrman
Charles W. Ellis, Jr.
Thomas F. F'aires
John L. Feagin
Clarence H. F isher
Robert Y. Fleming
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Robert S. Goforth
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Louis H. Haglund
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Robert Lee Hall
J. Shields Ifarris
William Clarence Harris, Jr
Robert E. Harrison
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Dean Emerson Hill
Arthur A. Hoefler
Carl O. Howe, Jr.
Walk C. Jones, Jr.

F rank Lansky
West Livaudais
Francis Mah
George Mahan, Jr.
Donald Manley
Raymond Martin
Robert Thomas Martin
Robert H. McCarty
Jasper Anderson McFarland
David Hartridge McGehee
Daniel T. McGown
William D. McKinnie, Jr.
Walter John Millard
John M. Miller
Dempsie B. Morrison, Jr.
Thomas Nathan
Walter R. Nelson
Lee Austin Nicholson
William H. Norton
John Melvin O'Brien, Jr.
Louis G. Ost, Jr.

Sterling E. Pettefer
Frank Repult, Jr.
Henry H. Sanford
Arnold Shappley, Jr.
Haywood Smith
Robert Day Smith
Charles Tilman Stanfill
Ge::ald B. Stratton
William A. Thomas
Edward S. Thorn
Max Lynn Valentine
William tr'. Venable
Stewart G. Wagner
Benjamin R. Waller, Jr.
Joe Landers Watson
A. C. Watson
Robert K. Williams
Chester L. Wiseman
Everett D. Woods
Zeno L. Yeates

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
William Harold Butler
Jere F. Cates
Charles E. Dille, III
T. E. Eddins
Martha Xavier Farrell
J. Hays Faulk
F. David tr'erguson
Marcus B. Folis
Herbert R. Hammer

Arlo D. Harkleroad
Alfred Andrew Ison, Jr.
Edward R. Johnson
Michael Jones
Walk C. Jones, III
Oscar Thomas Marshall
James Murphy
Norman E. Newman
Frank Reed Nichols

HONORARY MEMBER
Walter A. J. Ewald

Don Pigue
Eleanor Riddick
Jack G. Rose
Jack Woodward Sisler
Robert M. Smith
Howell E. Taylor
Byron Vowell
William Martin Wage
Richard Craig Williams
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rheANIE BELLUIII Face Brick

John A. Denie's Sons Co.
373 Adomr 526-7321

John A. Denie's Sons Co.'s newest expression of the tradition
of the Old South is a 2r/2" * 8la" oversize brick of soft red

color variation in the popular antique style. Manufactured from
local clay at Denie's Frayser brick plant, the Ante Bellum is

readily available from stock.

Economy, as well as tradition, determined the production of

Ante Bellum in oversize units. Larger brick reduce finished

wall costs considerably. The price of Ante Bellum makes it
comparable to a $35 or $40 standard size brick-in the wall.

Traditionally, the size and color most closely approximate the

appearance of hand-molded, pre-Civil War brick.

Denie's also produces oversize units in other face textures-
sanded, vcytin-l - rlooth faces-in both red

t*ttill iiili.l'1",= " 
re arso produced in these
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